Use & Care
GOOD GRIPS POP CONTAINER - RECTANGLE (3.4qt)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1. Fill Container with dry food.
2. Place lid on Container with center button in upright position.
3. Press button once to seal Container.
4. Press button again to open.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLEANING

1. Make sure button is up when assembling and disassembling lid.
2. Remove bottom of lid by twisting in direction of arrows.
3. Use finger grooves to pull out plastic insert.
4. Remove silicone gasket from bottom of lid.
5. Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe. Handwash all other parts.
6. Follow instructions in reverse to reassemble lid after washing and drying.

NOTE: Make sure to insert silicone gasket in correct position when reassembling.

OXO POP Containers are intended for dry food storage; microwave use not recommended. Containers are safe for refrigerator and freezer use; however when exposed to extreme temperature fluctuations the Container lid may lift due to changes in air pressure.
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